Duration

60 Mins

Team/Age:

U10s

Organization Groton Classic Girls
Theme:

Ball Familiarity and Dribbling

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Warm Up
SPLAT!
(Similar to stuck in the
mud/freeze tag but has
variations - can be coaches
choice)

Click to insert session diagram

10-15 mins

Part 2

Dribbling principles

Dribbling to one end and back

Head up - Keep good habits when
dribbling in small drills like this.

Q - Where is the danger?
Q - How can I protect the ball?
If you are splatted! you must freeze Q - How can i recognize space and
where you are with the ball in the team-mates?
air and your legs apart.
Encourage;
You can be freed by other players A. Head up
dribbling their ball through your
B. Scanning
legs.
C. Close control if no space
D. To dribble quickly when freeing
a team-mate
E. Encourage creative turns to get
away from Splatters!

10-15 mins

AIM - Can you get past the guard
and through the castle without
being tagged?

Get through the castle
(Rotate the guards and
attackers)
Possibly work on defensive
position of guards too

Click to insert session diagram

10-15 mins

Part 4
'Find a friend game'
Various adaptations can be
made for this scrimmage
game

Click to insert session diagram

10 mins + debrief

Make sure there is acceleration
after the turn
Progression:
1. Have a player shadow person on
the ball (none - apposed)
2. Challenge with a defender
(opposed)

Click to insert session diagram

Part 3

Key Coaching Points

Each player must control their ball
in the area and avoid being
'splatted' by those in the pinnies.

1. Inside cut
2. Outside cut
3. Croyff turn
4. Drag back

Working in pairs or threes
Plenty Repetition of
running with the ball and
turning

Objectives

Head up to find space and
opportunities to attack the 'castle'.

Q - How can we create space for
Start without a ball to introduce the ourselves and others?
game.
Give them 30 seconds to discuss in
Then bring a ball into it (could put groups of 'guards' and attackers to
things in the middle to retrieve)
establish what THEY think they can
do better.
Progression:
1. Limit the number of touches
Q - Could they work with others to
2. Give a time limit to get through get through?
3. Weaker foot only
A - Look for those working in pairs
4. Give guards a ball too
to create space for each other
Set out a 20 x 15 area with 4 corners Encourage confidence on the ball
marked out in cones.
SCAN - always look to find space
5 vs 5 - 7 vs 7 in the middle area
(adjust size) with the aim being to If space available = take big
'find a friend' from their team in one touches
of the opposite corners.
If no space - keep control of the
Theme is dribbling so players must ball.
dribble into the corner and free
their team mate - then head to the Q - How can we protect the ball
next corner opposite.
with our body?
A - Shielding by turning our back
Demand communication!
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